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LET Pxie denote the elementary probability law of a random variable X de-
pending on a parameter e, and let X1, . . ., X. be a sample of X. By a test of
the hypothesis H: ( =Oo we mean a region of rejection W. in the n-dimen-
sional space of X1,..., X.. We denote by P(W. |) the power of the test
region W., that is,

P(W. 0) = Jrejecting H when e is the
true value of the parameter.

It is then desired that

P(W 1 030) = a,

where a (0 < a < 1) is the preassigned level of significance, and that
P(W.l (3) be as close to one as possible for all e) #,3)o. If for every other test
Z. satisfying P(ZI"Eo) = a we have P(WnI e) > P(Z.1) for all e, W, is
said to be uniformly most powerful. In the theory of large-sample tests, se-
quences of tests {W.} {ZR}, (n = 1, 2, . . .), are compared on the basis of
asymptotic properties of the power functions P(W.j (3), P(Zn, (3)).

Various classes of asymptotically "good" or "best" tests have been defined.
Among them: Tests "unbiased in the limit" [11,1 "asymptotically most pow-
erful tests" [2], and "asymptotically most stringent tests [3]. As was pointed
out by Wald ([4], p. 32) concerning his asymptotically most powerful (AMP)
tests, these definitions specify that the tests are powerful for sufficiently large
n, but say little or nothing about the speed with which the limiting power is
approached.
The purpose of the present note is to illustrate this remark by two examples.

In example 1 an AMP test sequence W. is constructed and a sequence of
tests Zn, corresponding to the same level of significance, such that for all e

1 - P(ZL (3) ) 0 as n1 - P(W', 0)

Example 2 shows that, given any sequence of numbers rn -*- 1, there exists
an AMP test W. such that P(W. 0) _ r. for all 0.
The tests W, of examples 1 and 2 are also asymptotically most stringent,

and similar tests exist which are unbiased in the limit. Actually it seems
doubtful that any definition of optimum tests, based only on asymptotic

Boldface numbers in brackets refer to references at the end of the paper (p. 457).
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properties of power functions, can be very satisfactory, since in practice the
sample size is always limited and since obviously an asymptotic property
implies nothing about the behavior of any finite segment of a sequence of
power functions.

Denoting, for any regions Un Tn, the l.u.b. (with respect to 0) of P(U. 0)
- P(T. | () by L(Un, T.), Wald defines a sequence { W.) of regions to be
an AMP test of the hypothesis H: ( = Eo at the level of significance a if,
for any sequence {Z.1 of regions for which P(ZR | 0o) = a, the inequality

lim sup L(ZJ, W.) - 0
nf+-

holds. Hence a necessary and sufficient condition for {Wn to be AMP is that
for any {Z.} of the same level of significance, given e, there exists N = N(W)
such that n _ N implies

P(W. ( )) . P(Z | (0))- e for all e.

If, in particular, a uniformly most powerful test Z4 exists for every n (for testing
H: e = E0o at the level of significance a), Wn is AMP if and only if, as n - a,

P(Zn | e) - P(Wn | 0) -- 0uniformly in i. 2

Example 1. Let

Px1 1(X)= ze )2

For testing the hypothesis H: E = 0 against the set of alternatives e > 0,
a uniformly most powerful test Zn exists,

- c
Zn: X > * (2)

Define W. by the inequalities,

Wn: X _ ns X _-; an, bn > ° (3)

where a., bn are constants, to be defined later.
Wn} is AMP provided

P(Zn 0) - P(Wn |0) -*0 uniformly in 0.

Setting

G(x) JfeX12dt
2 Cf. [4], p. 457.
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we have

P(Z. | 0) = G(0 -c) (4)
and

P(W. | 0) = G(O.v'n- b) + G(-e /n- a,). (5)

Since Z. is uniformly most powerful, we thus obtain

O< P(Z |) )-P(Wn 0) < G(b -0EAVn)-G(c-0Vnii) (6)

Therefore P(Z | 0) - P(WR | 0) -0 uniformly in 0 provided

b,,+ c, (7)

and hence (7) is a sufficient condition for { W,} to be AMP.

We next consider the ratio

1 -P(W. | B) G(bn-EJEn) -G(- a.n- Eg)-/
1-P(Z |0) G(c-Vn/) (8)

Substituting a continuous variable for v/n, and applying the rule of de
l'Hospital, we find that the ratio (8) * co for all values of 0 > 0 provided

NA(b. - c) -.- co msno-->- c. (9)
Thus, taking for example

b. = c + n~ (10)

and determining a. from the equation

P(WR I 0) = a, (11)

we see that { W.d is AMP by (7), and that

[1 - P(Z. | 0) ]=o [1 - P(W. | fi) 1 for all I~> O.

Example 2. Let

pxle(x) = 0 eifsewXhee (12)~.0 elsewhere.
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For testing the hypothesis H: e = 1 against the set of alternatives e > 0, a
uniformly most powerful test Z. exists,

Zn: < y _ aft; y> (13)

where a is the level of significance, and y = max (xi, .. .,)

x

s2

Fig. 1

Figure 1 shows a two-dimensional cut of the n-dimensional sample space,
the shaded region representing the region Z~.
Given a sequence of numbers rn -*- 1 (without loss of generality we assume

1> r > max (a, V2) for all n), we shall construct an AMP test W,, such that

P(Wn e) <- r,, for all E).

Consider a pyramid in n-dimensional space, vertex at the origin, and with
all n faces lying in the positive "quadrant" and extending to infinity, and
such that the volume of the pyramid, cut off by the cube 0 . Xi .

(i = 1, . . ., n), equals (2.

Let W,, consist

(i) of the part of the pyramid common to the cube 0 .< xi .-/,
(i = 1, . - -,n)

(ii) of the part of the pyramid lying outside the unit cube

(iii) of the cubical shell

_/a _xi*,,n.

-\r
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Figure 2 shows a two-dimensional cut of the n-dimensional sample space, the
shaded region representing the region W".

Fig. 2

We compute

01 if O ,

P(Zn I))= if /: eO 1 (14)

C)1 a nif 1i O

2-- if 0 g.

n _a+a(2-r) if a a

P(Wn | ) On

a if j/ i < l, (15)

a +(2 -)(Ef- 1)
6n if 1 < 0.

Using the fact that 0 < rn implies 2 - < r. we shall now show that

a) P(Zn | 6) - P(Wn | 6) -*0 uniformly in O,
b) P(Wn |0) _ rn for all 0.
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For ) < 1 we have

2- < P(W | 13) <.r9 if e < -, (16)

I P(W. 1| ) = P(Z |I) = r if a -< <_1-

Therefore

P(Z ) - P(W 0) < 1 -(2-) if (17)
P(Zn |) -P(W. |) = ° if i O 1.

For 8 > 1 we have

P(Wn 18) =2- 1-2r-rn
Tn

(18)
02 - <r. if 2 - a>-x O (8

a<
. rn if2 a O

la <rn ~~rn

P(ZnI ) P(W I8 ( i)(0 ) <1 1. (19)

From (17) and (19) it follows that for all 8

P(Zn 8)-P(W. 8) r---1 Oasn+o,

which establishes (a), while (b) follows from (16) and (18).

[I should like to express my gratitude to Professor J. Neyman for suggest-
ing this problem to me. ]
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